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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a gesture user interface for controlling a virtual camera in the 3D virtual space, which can be used to navigate the 3D virtual space by users. In the proposed mechanism, Kinect [1] is used as an input device for detecting positions of user gestures. After obtaining the positions information from Kinect, the sequences of positions are filtered to be recognized as any kind of gestures for controlling the virtual camera. The recognized gestures will push the corresponding operation into the camera in the 3D virtual space so that the 3D space can be navigated according to the user-steered control. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieved the gesture recognition ratio of more than 75%.
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1. Introduction

Traditional user interfaces for controlling a virtual camera in the 3D virtual space are achieved by using devices such as mice and keyboards. Since the equipments are not familiar with usage of the user interface in 3D space, gesture based user interfaces have been used to give better immersion to the users by allowing them to more naturally and friendly control the virtual camera and/or objects in 3D space. There are many attempts to support gesture user interfaces by using image based approaches [2-11]. Most systems capture the sequence of images from Webcam-like devices, process those images to enhance their qualities, and then recognize postures and dynamic gestures by comparing the images into predefined gesture images stored in the DB(data base). However, there are some problems with respect to the exactness and the performance since image recognition techniques cannot completely solve the problem in real time.

Recently, Microsoft Kinect-like devices, called motion sensing input devices, have been developed, and they enabled the users to control and interact with 3D virtual space without any need for touch screens, mice and/or keyboards, through the more natural user interface of using gestures and spoken commands. Even if Microsoft Kinect has been intended as an interface for the Xbox gaming console alone, many applications have been developed by using the device in various services. One of the recent research results is DepthJS [12] developed by MIT Media Laboratory. DepthJS allows users to visualize any web page through gesture based interaction between the web browser and Kinect-users. However,
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DepthJS still does not completely support the camera navigation in 3D virtual space. In this paper, we propose a system for naturally controlling a virtual camera in 3D virtual space. To do so, our proposed system filters the sequences of positions captured from Kinect devices, and then recognizes the captured information as gestures for controlling a camera. The recognized gesture will push the corresponding operation into the camera in 3D virtual space so that the 3D space can be navigated according to user-steered control. Experimental results show that the proposed method can get the gesture recognition ratio of more than 75%.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the proposed system for controlling a virtual camera based on the gestures. Section 3 describes its implementation results, and Section 4 points out further research directions.

2. Gesture Based Camera Control System

In this paper, we propose the system to control a virtual camera in 3D virtual space based on hand gestures as shown in Figure 1. Kinect[1], which is a motion sensing input device made by Microsoft for the Xbox 360 video game console and Windows PCs, has been used to capture position information for tracking the user’s skeleton images. The positions are presented as the location (x, y, depth), at each joint point of the skeleton from the Kinect. As shown in Figure 1, in the proposed system, hand moving positions will be used to control a virtual camera in 3D space.

Even if Kinect input devices are processing any filtering for the captured positions, the flicker on the sequence of positions can be still occurred. In this paper, two operations, depth calibration and depth cueing, for the sequence of positions are applied to reduce the flicker. Generally, users using the proposed system have difference lengths of their arms. In order to more accurately recognize their gestures, our system essentially records those lengths of their arms into the internal data structures. The information will be used to decide the region of gesture recognition. The length, $A_l$, of users’ arms can be calculated as follows:

$$A_l = |A_{l_{max}} - A_{l_{min}}|$$

(1)

Where $A_{l_{max}}$ and $A_{l_{min}}$ are depths of the arms captured from Kinect device during five seconds when users are maximally stretching their arms up, and when users are maximally busting their arms to their body, respectively.

![Figure 1. Actions of Gestures for Controlling a Virtual Camera](image_url)
Therefore, the length $A_l$ designated as the arm length of users is defined as absolute value of the difference of two values, $A_{l_{\text{max}}}$ and $A_{l_{\text{min}}}$. The registered length will be applied to decide activation and non activation of recognition of users’ gestures. Next, depth cueing is processed for smooth moving of hand positions by applying Kalman filter [13]. After initializing our gesture recognition system, users through performing their gestures will control a virtual camera in 3D virtual space. Activation and inactivation of gestures recognition are automatically processed as shown Figure 2. The space is divided into two subspaces according to the length of users’ arms, which is obtained during that users perform their gestures. If the length is less than $0.2 * A_l$, the gestures are ignored, and if the length is greater than $0.2 * A_l$ and is less than $0.8 * A_l$, the gestures will be recognized as operations of camera controlling gestures.

![Figure 2. Dividing Spaces into Two Subspaces for Activation and Inactivation of Gestures](image)

As shown in Figure 2, gestures made in the inactivation subspace are ignored, and only gestures done in the activation subspace will be used to control a virtual camera in 3D space. In order to more accurately recognize gestures, we recheck out the subspace in which the gestures are performed, and then the standby time during three seconds is given. A virtual camera will be moved according to the recognition results of continuous gestures in the valid subspace. The procedure is well illustrated in Figure 3.
Two, left and right, hands will be used to control a virtual camera in the proposed system. Twenty four kinds of gestures are created if four movement vectors, those are, upper, lower, left and right vectors, of two hands are combined. When two hands are independently moved into any place each other, 16 (=4x4) gestures can be created since the movement vectors are simultaneously achieved. On the other hand, when one hand is fixed and another is moved, 8(=2x4) gestures are created. In this system, only six gestures of twenty four will be defined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture Types</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1(left rotation of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of moving the right arm to the right direction, while holding the left arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2(right rotation of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of moving the left arm to the left direction, while holding the right arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3(up rotation of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of moving both the left and right arms to the up direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4(down rotation of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of moving both the left and right arms to the down direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5(zoom-in of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of outstretching both left and right arms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6(zoom out of a camera)</td>
<td>Actions of pursing both left and right arms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To simulate six operations for controlling a virtual camera using gestures, we assume that the center position \( P = (P_x, P_y, P_z) \) of the camera, which is always looking to the origin \( O = (O_x, O_y, O_z) \) of the 3D virtual space with fixed up vector, can be placed at any location of the 3D virtual space. In this situation, \( P \) will be transformed according to actions of the suggested gestures. To simulate naturally the movement of the camera, first of all, we have to consider the movement of gestures. Assume that the current position of a hand is located at \( G_c \) as shown in Figure 5(a). When the movement position of the hand is escaped out of the designated circle with its center \( G_c \) and its radius \( G_r \), the movement will be detected and one of four locations A, B, C, and D, which are defined according to the relative position from \( G_c \) as shown in Figure 5(a), will be returned. Six gestures can be recognized as illustrated in Table 2 according to the detected regions of moving two hands.

The recognized gestures will be executed with the degree of rotation and scaling. Euclidean distance between \( G_c \) and the movement position of the gesture will be used as the degree. Three kinds of the degrees can be defined for two given points, \( O \) and \( P \), as shown in Figure 6, where \( O \) and \( P \) are the center of the 3D virtual space and that of the camera,
respectively. Two, rxv and ryv, of them are defined to be angles between O and P with respect to x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The last one, rsv, is defined to be Euclidean distance between O and P.

**Table 2. Recognition of Six Gesture Types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture Types</th>
<th>Relative moving region of left hand</th>
<th>Relative moving region of right hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To simulate smoothly the movement of the camera with the three values rxv, ryv and rsv, the center position \( P = (P_{cx}, P_{cy}, P_{cz}) \) of the camera is calculated by using Equation (2) with three specific values, rx, ry and rs, each of which is either increased or decreased step by step in a specific unit from zero to rxv, ryv and rsv, respectively.

\[
P_{cx} = rs \cdot \sin(ry) \cdot \sin(rx), \quad P_{cy} = rs \cdot \cos(ry) \cdot O_y, \quad P_{cz} = -rs \cdot \cos(rx) \cdot \sin(ry)
\] (2)

**Figure 6. The Movement Amount Required for Executing Gestures**

### 3. Experimental Results

Our experimental system was developed using Unity3D, Kinect, Microsoft C# on Windows 7 (32bit) PC. The experiments were conducted to test both the recognition and execution of the proposed six gestures. The 3D virtual space consists of a book, desks, chairs, and a blackboard in 3D virtual class room. Figure 7 shows the initial rendering result of a 3D virtual space. The initial two hands for controlling gestures are shown as 3D red objects, including markers in four directions.

Users have performed one of six kinds of gestures while seeing the rendering scenes for controlling a virtual camera in the 3D virtual space. After an initial stage, Gr has to be specified to detect the movement of hand gestures. This paper gives the value of Gr to 35 to remove shading of the camera after repeating several times. Figure 8 (a) shows the results executing gestures to give left rotations for center position of the camera. Two figures in Figure 8 (a) show that the left hand model is moved to left direction. In the similar method, Figures 8 (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) show the rendering scenes while applying five gestures, for controlling right rotation, up rotation, down rotation, zooming in and zooming out of the
camera, respectively. Each of all gestures is performed more than 500 times to test gesture recognition. Experimental results show that the proposed method can get gesture recognition ratio of more than 75%.

Figure 7. A Rendering Result of 3D Virtual Space Including Two Hands at Initial State for Gesture Recognition

(a) left rotation

(b) right rotation

(c) up rotation
Figure 8. Experimental Results after Applying our Proposed Gestures into a Virtual Camera

4. Conclusion

Our experimental results show that gesture user interface is very convenient to control a virtual camera in the 3D space. This study is still ongoing, and the gesture user interface researched until now will be improved in two directions. The first one is to enhance the ratio of gestures recognition, and the second one is to expand the transformation capabilities of the objects in 3D space.
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